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The principle objective of this study was to quantify the effectiveness of a management 
supported process improvement program versus a non-management supported program. The test 
took two plants with the same machine and a similar job mix were chosen to implement a 
common process improvement program in the exact same way with the only difference being 
that one of the plants would have strong involvement from the management team. The data that 
was used to quantify this theory was an employee survey and data collection. The data showed 
Plant A’s management supported program resulted in a 25% lower changeover time compared to 
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Current trends within the packaging industry are not favorable towards medium sized 
packaging converters; there is a strong need within the industry to find more efficient ways of 
doing business. Everyday rising prices such as raw materials, labor, energy, and insurance are 
forcing companies to look at decreasing internal expenses wherever possible. On the other end of 
the product life cycle, the customers are constantly looking to decrease the product purchase 
(total cost of acquisition) price, while increasing speed to market. As a result, top converting 
companies throughout the world are introducing process improvement projects focusing on an 
increase in efficiency, productivity, safety, and job satisfaction. These programs are allowing 
companies to offer their customers more incentives and a higher level of customer service verses 
their competition, which is now affordable because the internal costs of the converter are being 
controlled and minimized. With a large amount of companies turning to process improvement 
programs there are many that are finding great success within the first few months, but then 
quickly failing in the following months and years, then eventually reverting back to old ways of 
manufacturing only to be forced to try another strategy of process improvement. Leaving the 
questions; what is the best type process improvement program for my business? Is it worth it to 
go through this type of business transformation? And, what does it take to create a successful 






REASON FOR STUDY 
The underlying theme of any process improvement program is to meet and exceed the 
customer’s demands. In the past the customers were predictable with their orders, large 
quantities with minimal product variations. In the past 25 years customers have realized that 
keeping large inventories with minimal variation is not a driving force for business anymore. 
End consumers are on the lookout for the “next best thing”. Taking these new viewpoints into 
perspective, customers are now trimming down inventory and creating new demands of high 
variability and a quicker speed to market. If they can launch their new product first for a cheaper 
price then they will be able to sell more units, but if the market reacts poorly to the new launch 
then the losses are minimal due to the low inventory counts. Many converting companies have 
adopted the lean manufacturing system of single minute exchange of dies or SMED to combat 
these specific customer demands. In most of the research authors explain that management 
support is needed and in some cases critical to success, while other authors recommend outside 
companies to introduce these practices. In no research that was found focused on the impact that 
the management support really provides to these programs. Researchers know that there is a 











This paper is looking to prove how the support of a popular proven process improvement 
program, like Single Minute Exchange of Dies (SMED) directly relates to the amount of support 
provided by the management team. The ongoing support of the management team drives and 
steers process improvement project implementation by creating a stable foundation for ongoing 
improvement that can be repeated year after year.  
 
STUDY ASSUMPTIONS  
1. Hypothesis: Management supported Single Minute Exchange of Dies (SMED) 
program is more effective than a non-management supported system.  
2. Measurement of the selected manufacturing facilities will yield data representative of 





2.0 LITERATURE REVIEW 
The concept of performing Lean operations within manufacturing is not new and there is 
considerable literature written on the subject. A literature search reveals some interesting 
explanations regarding the rationale for SMED tests and the correlation to management 
support structures.  
 
EXAMINING THE NEED FOR LEAN 
Every day, more people within the packaging industry are starting to look at these 
questions as an increased focal point for aligning business strategies. In his article Set-up / 
change-over reduction; the key to customer responsiveness, R. Drury states, “Throughout all 
manufacturing, the customer’s demands are changing and in order for a company to survive you 
must be able to rapidly adjust to the demands while at the same time controlling everything in 
your power to minimize losses and the best way to do that is with a setup reduction (SMED) 
program.”(Drury) “The One of the prime benefits of the SMED system is that by reducing 
changeover times, batch sizes could be reduced dramatically. By reducing materials on the shelf 
and the high costs of work in progress (WIP), it reduces the need to pay extra for warehousing, 
labor and materials”. (Gathen) 
To help identify and to cope with the upcoming industrial changes R. Drury suggests that 
by “Studying and working to improve changeovers it will also highlight other issues which can 
be productively tackled”. Such as typical variations in raw material, part processed product & 
packaging materials. Drury continues to say; “If we can eliminate or control these variations, we 
can set up equipment right time first time” leading to a quicker and more accurate response to 
customer demands. Many case studies have been performed to encourage businesses to 
implement lean initiatives; In his article Manufacturing and the quality quest; covering the latest 
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developments in continuous improvement, M. Peterman explains about a case study that he 
conducted where the company was able to “reduce setup time from 86 minutes to 24 minutes 
without any capital expenditure except for a pneumatic wrench. Similar research was performed 
by G. Gathen and R. Irwin, specifically researching the lean program of SMED or Single Minute 
Exchange of Dies. “The SMED system can relate to every type of changeover, from a mass-
production factory line to a high variable production line”. (Gathen) Each study showed 
significant improvement within the initial implementation; “within one month the pressroom had 
achieved a sustainable improvement of 30%. Together the group had reduced the average total 
press time for an order from 55 minutes to 35 minutes”. (Irwin) In regards to the reported 
effectiveness of lean manufacturing Gathen states; “Data from approximately 1500 nationwide 
lean manufacturing events produced significant improvements; Lead-time reduction averaged 
52%, Productivity increased an average of 24%, Work in process was reduced by an average of 
43%, Reject rates were reduced by an average of 38%, and Floor space was reduced by an 
average of 32%”.  
 The effectiveness of Lean manufacturing was so effective that in 2004 the Birmingham 
Post published an article titled Ignore the lean message at your peril – factory owners are warned, 
encouraging manufacturing business in the UK to start on the “lean journey”, reporting that up to 
82% of all UK manufacturing companies are performing lean activities. James Bentley, the 
director of the manufacturing foundation, was quoted to say “Lean delivers fantastic value for 
the money, yet the leaders of thousands of manufacturers are ignoring this opportunity”. 
Companies that are involved with lean manufacturing are reporting paybacks of 5:1 or in some 





 The question still remains; if this system is so beneficial, why isn’t everyone doing it? 
“Lean manufacturing is ‘the slowest-moving industrial revolution’, it has been around for over 
20 years and it still is being frowned upon. This difficult to sustain system, ‘is netting results for 
companies using its principles but is still having difficulty gaining permanent converts.” (Strong) 
“Just 2 percent to 3 percent of companies that claim they are lean actually meet the 
criteria.”(Jeffrey Liker, an associate Professor in the University of Michigan’s College of 
Engineering), “It’s a cultural shift; you have to do it on every level, not just the shop floor. It 
includes accounting principles that sometimes don’t sync up with the cultural shift.” (Kathi 
Hanley, VP of lean operations for RWD Technologies Inc.) “Another problem is that rarely do 
enough people remain with an organization long enough to complete a lean-manufacturing 
program”, said Larry Granger, founder and CEO of consultants Lean Experts Inc. in Southfield. 
One key point of Strong’s article is that the buy-in from senior management is essential for 
success. “This shows employees the value of what you are doing. As Shingo said, ‘know-how is 
important, but know-why is even more important.’ Without proper buy-in standardization and 
sustainment will be next to impossible.” (Gathen) “Lean transformation requires careful planning, 
design, and execution of the changes in key business and production processes encompassing the 
entire flow of information and material. With these large process and cultural changes, support of 







3.0 TEST MATERIALS AND METHODOLOGY 
In order to successfully test how effective management support is on a Single Minute 
Exchange of Die program is two plants were selected to implement the program and observe the 
outcomes. Each plant was owned by the same parent company; they had the same customers and 
job mix (quantity and variation), the same employee structure (number of people, position duties 
and experience). The machines in both plants were Nilpeter M3300S combination web presses 
capable of printing with Flexography, Screen, Lithography, Gravure, Foil applications, and Die 
cutting inline on a maximum web width of 13”. The teams in both plants were comprised of a 
production supervisor, a press operator, a production assistant and a stager. The differences 
between the two plants were of location and SMED support; Plant A was in the United States 
and Plant B was in England.   
 
TRAINING 
Plant A’s management team and shop floor employees underwent a series of training 
sessions for multiple lean manufacturing principles and practices based on the traditional “house 
of lean”, shown in Figure 1. 
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Plant B trained only the shop floor employees on multiple lean manufacturing principles 
and practices based on the traditional “house of lean”. This included how to implement and 
handle SMED on a daily basis. There was no training established for the management of Plant B. 
Table 1 shows a breakdown of training that each plant’s employees and management 
went through to support and establish their set-up reduction programs.  
Course / Training   













solving   
A 
Employees X X X X X X   
Management X X X X X X   
                  
B 
Employees X X X X X X   
Management    X        



















intelligence   
A 
Employees             
Management X X X X X   
                  
B 
Employees             
Management              
                  
Table 1. Training courses taken in Plant A & B for employees and management 
Five –S A 3 day interactive on-site training teaching participants the history, how to 
implement, sustain and teach the Five – s system. Five – S is a fundamental tools used for 
implementing lean manufacturing. In summary, Five-S is a quick, effective method for 
sustainable improvement. It is a process of work place organization and housekeeping which 
is carried out gradually and systematically. 
Five-S originated in Japan and stood for; Seiri, Seiton, Seiso, Seiketsu, & Shitsuke. When 
this concept came over to North America many companies changed the Japanese terms for 
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Sort, Straighten, Shine, Standardize and Sustain. When implementing each step there are a 
few key concepts to remember; Sort – To get rid of unwanted items within the workplace. 
Straighten – To locate items close to the action i.e.: Put items where they are used. Shine – 
Clean to inspect. Standardize – Create easy standards for everyone to follow. Have one “best 
way” until you find another best way. Sustain – Maintaining and monitoring progress 
through audits, schedules and leading by example. 
The largest benefit companies find from this program is that when it is implemented 
effectively, wastes of operation are clearly identifiable. Waste - Things the customer doesn’t 
care for or is not willing to pay for: Some examples of waste are; transportation, inventory, 
motion, waiting, overproduction, over processing, and defects.  
 
Value stream mapping; Training that teaches participants how to create value-stream 
maps for various segments of the business aimed at identifying waste within the workflow. A 
Value Stream map is a graphical representation of the process using boxes as process steps 
and connecting arrows with details adds detail such as inputs and outputs time of each 
process step as well as any delay time between process steps. It also identifies each step as 
Value-add or Non-value-add. A Value Stream Map helps to identify non-value-added 
operations by building a step-by-step picture of the process for analysis, discussion, defining, 
standardizing, or finding areas for improvement. This helps the team provide a visual 
representation of the steps in a process, giving everyone a clear understanding of what is 
happening. 
 
Lean 101; An introduction class for anyone new to the concept of lean manufacturing, 
explaining the history, applications and success stories of companies using lean.  
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Visual management; Training focused on increasing communication through visual controls 
within the workplace. Visual Management training teaches how to error-proof, control or 
improve areas of the workplace through visual controls. 
 
SMED in the workplace; Introduction class of single minute exchange of die, teaching 
participants the history or SMED, examples of successes and the steps needed to implement 
SMED. 
 
Lean problem solving; Training focused on understanding and using the root-cause analysis 
tools of lean. Participants lean five whys, 5w+2H, Fishbone diagrams and pareto charting. 
 
Developing a lean workforce; Management training aimed at hiring the people with the 
“lean” mindset and developing your current workforce into a lean culture.  
  
Lean team leadership and facilitator training; Management training used to teach how to 
successfully lead and facilitate lean efforts, such as kaizen events, brainstorming sessions or lean 
projects throughout the business. 
  
Continuous improvement championship certification; An interactive 12 week training 
session, meeting 2 times a week, once in a class room and once in the workplace, providing 
intensive exposure to the principles and practices needed to develop and sustain the Lean 
Enterprise. Participants receive immediate reinforcement of the classroom learning by applying 
training to a real-life project within the organization. Together with on-site mentoring and 
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knowledge assessments, this approach dramatically reduces the time frame from training to 
bottom-line results.  
 
Lean six sigma black belt training; Six month training teaching all aspects of lean six 
sigma. Final exam consisting of each participant leading a process improvement project focused 
on bottom line results.  
 
Leading with emotional intelligence; Management training aimed at Improving emotional 
intelligence skills to recognize and positively manage emotions in yourself, in others and in 
groups. 
 
TEAM MEETINGS (LEVEL OF INVOLVEMENT) 
 Management in plant A established various structured meetings to support their 
involvement and the growth of set-up reduction within the plant. Table 2 shows the difference of 
the meetings established in both plants. 
Meeting type Plant A Plant B 
Job – Job change Team meetings x x 
Daily Supervisor + team meeting  x   
Daily Supervisor Shift change meeting x   
Daily Shift Change meeting x x 
Weekly Production meeting x   
Weekly Steering team meeting x   
Monthly Plant updates x x 
Monthly Kaizen Event x x 
Quarterly Leadership meeting update x x 




Job - Job change Team meetings; Meeting held between Press Operator and PA during the 
current run to discuss the next changeover; Current job ending time, Duties to be performed 
during changeover, Offline preparation status, Assignment of duties. 
Stager 
a. Check Schedule 





c. Place materials on carts  
d. Place carts at the end of appropriate press 
e. Update schedule(Staged) 
Press Operator & PA 
On press meeting to review visual schedule  
a. What is changing / Job layout 
b. Responsibilities during changeover 
c. Determine manning level needed 
PA 
Determine what the staging status is (cart or offline) 
a. Determine what can be set-up without needing the press to be stopped 
b. Set-up everything that can be set up offline 




Daily Supervisor + team meeting; Happens twice daily to discuss; Press Status, What jobs are 
running (Current footage, Time remaining, Changeover specs., Changeover length, Hot Jobs), 
What they (supervisors) can do to help, Changeover priority, Jobs / duties to be performed 
offline. During the second meeting the supervisor will display the changeover times from that 
shift and ask the team, what went well during the changeover, what needed improvements and 
learning’s from the day. He will then collect all the information to be used during the production 
meetings and Kaizen events.  
 
Daily Supervisor Shift change meeting; Meeting occurring between the switching supervisors 
during shift change to discuss changeover and support needed to assist those changeovers. They 
discuss previous shift Issues, hot jobs, priorities, Check press status; what job is on press? Job 
status; running or changeover? If the job is Running; a. How much left to run? b. Time to 
complete? Is the speed appropriate? Did the team prepare for the next changeover? If the job is 
under Changeover; a. Start time b. complexity of the change c. current status d. estimated finish 
time, e. manpower (actual vs. needed). The supervisors will then check the schedule and set shift 
goals, then walk the press and perform audit (5S /GEMBA walk, tools on press, TPM status, 
safety, material allocation, staging status / changeover preparation?) 
 
 
Daily Shift Change meeting  
Press Operator Review the status of the press with the previous shift; 
Running or changeover (If running – continue running) 
 Things to look out for; issues that have occurred, or may occur.  
 Look at the job sheet – what is the footage left? 
 Walk the press looking at color, inks in fountains / screens, material status 
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Communication with PA 
 Check next 3 job status (wash-ups) 
 Explain expectations; 
During run; inks refills, backup inks, tell them to check staging for status of 
next jobs and offline set-ups.  
Communication with slitter 
 Quality updates 
 Count – if short he talks to operations manager about material 
Coverage for breaks;  
 PA and Operators work out when and who 
Production Assistants 
  Meeting at the beginning of the shift (shift to shift) 
  What is staged (offline / carts)? 
  Status of chemical room 
  When is the next changeover? 
   What press? 
   What time? 
   What are their responsibilities? 
 Supervisors assign a press priority to the PA’s based on; 
  Time to changeover 
  Manpower requirements 
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Weekly Production meeting; 30-60 minute meeting between all the operators, supervisors and 
lead by the management team; serving as an open forum to discuss production concerns, 
upcoming events and updates to ongoing projects or previous Kaizen events.  
 
Weekly Steering team meeting; A management and supervisor meeting to discuss progress, 
concerns, achievements and the next steps for the changeover team. This meeting proved to help 
align the progress of the plant with the vision of management team as well as a forum to get 
everyone in management involved, whether it is the Customer Service manager now being aware 
of errors in the production bags, or the health and safety manager being notified of potential 
safety hazards within the process that was always passed off as the norm. With everyone aware 
of the team’s progress every week they can be directly connected to the results.  
 
Monthly Plant updates; Meeting held by the management team with the entire plant to review 
customers, financials, projects and upcoming events. The conclusion of the meeting is an open 
forum with the employees to provide a chance for them to address concerns and gather feedback.   
 
Monthly Kaizen Event; These events are lead by the supervisors and sponsored by the 
management team. In each meeting the supervisors and the changeover team would review the 
data collected from the daily meetings, the changeover times, the quantity of changeovers 
occurred and the job types that ran since the last meeting. During the meetings the team will 
dissect the data and see if there is a nay particular trends occurring during the changeovers. They 
will take each section of the changeover and break down internal activities and convert as much 
as possible to external activities. The event does not end until they have an revised system of 
performing that task and everyone in the group is in agreement and have been trained in the new 
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SOP.  The role of the management team in the meetings was to provide support from basic 
meeting management to providing industry contacts, setting up meeting with vendors or by 
providing monetary support by buying tools or parts that would aide in the team’s goal.  
 
Quarterly Leadership meeting update; Meeting between the plant management and the 
company’s executive board to update them on the plant’s progress, achievements and next steps.  
  
DATA COLLECTION  
 
Once the teams were trained, both Plant A and Plant B followed pre-established 
guidelines for the data collection. This step was critical to the experiment because when looking 
at the data throughout the year you need to be confident that each Plant is collecting and 
analyzing the data in the same way. Without this step the hypothesis is void.  The teams defined 
a Changeover as; “Starting when last good or sellable piece is produced and the machine stops to 
the time when the first good or sellable piece is produced.” The data driving this evaluation was 
both qualitative and quantitative. Quantitative data was gathered as the number of changeovers 
and total changeover time in a given month. These numbers can then be divided to give the 
average changeover time per month. Throughout the year a histogram was used to plot the 
progress and to look for trends. The qualitative data that was collected was used to measure the 
effectiveness and support of management involvement in the form of a survey that was given to 








The next step was for each Plant to implement set-up reduction program. This included 
evaluation of the current workflow and implementation of standard working procedures. The 
teams used video analysis, shown in Figure 3, to look at and evaluate the general process steps. 
Team members listed the order of the steps and time that the operator took throughout the 
changeover. Evaluation of the changeover revealed that the operators were performing many 
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unnecessary steps and they were performing many of the necessary steps out of order. From this 
evaluation the shop floor members created and agreed upon changeover process map for 
everyone to follow as seen in Figure 4. 
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To ensure proper planning for which part of the machine needed to be changed during the 
next job change, the teams created a checklist that was to be filled out before the end of the 
current production job (Figure 5.). This checklist identified and assigned team members to 
specific tasks to reduce redundancy and maximize flow.  
 
In addition to looking at the order of the steps taken during the changeover, a Spaghetti 
diagram, shown in Figure 6., was used by each plant to evaluate the number of steps it took to 
perform a standard changeover and to evaluate workflow. A Spaghetti diagram is a visual 
representation of the operators’ movements during a given period of time, in this case during a 
changeover. It gets it’s name from the end result resembling in what looks like cooked spaghetti. 
It is a very effective tool for observing waste within an activity, most commonly transportation 
and movement waste. This tool is often used in the beginning stages of a lean exercise to give 
teams a visual impression of improvement opportunities.  
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Figure 6. Spaghetti Diagram  
In effort to sustain gains made from the teams Five –S implementation the teams created 
an audit sheet based upon the principles of Five – S (Figure 7.). A rotating group consisting of 
team members and non-team members, to avoid bias scoring, conducted this Audit monthly. 
 
Figure 7. Five – S Audit 
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The teams in each plant also focused on individual activities and how to improve on them. 
Similar to identifying the major steps taken during a changeover; the teams performed video 
analysis on individual changeover elements, unit preparation steps, targeted activity times 
(current times), and created standard operating procedures to follow as seen below. Each plant 




Figure 9. An example of the Standard Operating Procedures 
 
By implementing the single minute exchange of dies program in both plants at the same 
time each plant standardized work centers, employee training, evaluation methods, improvement 
tools, working procedures and a standard way to collect data. The only difference was that Plant 
A had a trained management team to support the efforts of the shop floor employees and Plant B 











4.0 RESULTS AND DISCUSSIONS 
 
PLANT DATA SUMMARY 
 
 
The following is the summary of Plant A‘s year 1 data, with no SMED training (control) 













































































































1 170.7 34 5.02 
2 183 44 4.16 
3 174 63 2.76 
4 153.3 44 3.48 
5 187.1 62 3.02 
6 133.4 48 2.78 
7 127.8 51 2.51 
8 87.84 44 2 
9 105.9 42 2.58 
10 105.4 50 2.11 
11 95.55 51 1.87 
12 83.07 58 1.43 
SUM 1607 591   








































































1 705 155 4.55 
2 694 209 3.32 
3 661 120 5.51 
4 649 113 5.74 
5 690 109 6.33 
6 591 103 5.74 
7 471 101 4.66 
8 584 139 4.2 
9 586 133 4.41 
10 971 277 3.51 
11 979 270 3.63 
12 872 194 4.49 
SUM 8453 1923   











The following is the summary of Plant A‘s year 1 data, with no SMED training (control) 












































































































1 704 160.00 4.40 
2 815 233 3.5 
3 901 213 4.23 
4 1005 254 3.96 
5 1008 276 3.65 
6 909 318 2.86 
7 1000 327 3.06 
8 992 360 2.76 
9 842 298 2.83 
10 850 279 3.05 
11 625 298 2.1 
12 613 230 2.67 
SUM 10264 3246   




































































1 157.9 44.00 3.59 
2 195.3 69 2.83 
3 190.3 61 3.12 
4 207.6 82 2.53 
5 202.7 78 2.6 
6 211.8 93 2.28 
7 217.8 112 1.94 
8 186 75 2.48 
9 210.9 60 3.52 
10 200.5 65 3.08 
11 218.1 72 3.03 
12 143 45 3.18 
SUM 2341.9 856   












Table 7 reflects the data that was collected through the employee survey at the end of 
Month 12. The data employees were asked to give a ranking system of 1 -5, 5 being the best and 









Table 8 is a summary of the data in Table 7. Questions 1 and 2 represent the perceived 
number of challenges that occurred in the beginning of the test and at the end of the test. 
According to the shop floor workers, Plant A and Plant B had the same amount of challenges in 
the beginning months, and by the end of  month 12 both plants felt like they had less challenges, 
but the team in Plant A felt like there was a significantly smaller amount of challenges versus 
month 1.  
Questions 3 – 6 and 10 focus on how the teams felt their plant’s management supported 
the progress and outcome of the program. This data should and does reflect that the 
management’s participation in Plant A was significantly higher than in Plant B. This part of the 
survey is important because it puts a statistic to support that the tests were set up correctly, where 
Plant A had direct management involvement and Plant B did not.   
Question 7 – 9 reflects both teams’ opinions on how effective the set-up reduction 
programs performed. Plant A’s feedback shows high marks and positive results, where Plant B’s 
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team felt that the initial training was good but the sustainment and overall implementation 



































  Plant A   Plant B 
  Score 
AVERAGE 
SCORE   Score 
AVERAGE 
SCORE 
1 The amount of challenges faced during months 1-4  85% 4   85% 4 
2 The amount of challenges faced during month 8-12 30% 2   55% 3 
3 
Management’s response time to improvement 
suggestions 80% 4   35% 2 
4 Management’s Support given to encourage changes 85% 4   40% 2 
5 Management’s Support provided during production 100% 5   25% 1 
6 Management’s Feedback on progress 100% 5   35% 2 
7 Effectiveness of initial training 90% 5   95% 5 
8 Program sustainment efforts 80% 4   45% 2 
9 Overall program implementation 100% 5   50% 3 
10 Management’s involvement within the program 100% 5   25% 1 
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5.0 CONCLUSIONS AND DISCUSSION 
 
The locations of the plants were not as influential as once thought it would be. Lean 
manufacturing is prevalent in both parts of the world and in observation of each of the training 
sessions, the main training points discussed were the same in both plants. The largest difference 
observed between Plant A and Plant B were the attitudes and ultimately the commitment of the 
people involved. Attitudes are essential when providing support and one of the main differences 
between plant A and B’s management teams could have been summed up watching the training 
sessions. Plant A’s managers participated actively in the training and didn’t just go there hem 
and haw, half asleep, playing on their phones only to run out of there as soon as it was over, they 
jumped in and asked questions to the employees, provided examples of situations, made it 
relatable and ensured everyone was on the same page before tackling the next subject.  
 
The management team in plant A was very quick to realize that without your foot on the 
gas the car slows down, meaning that if there was no constant focus or pressure to a program 
then sustainment and improvement is near impossible. This attitude didn’t stop after the training 
either. They would ask questions during update meetings, challenge employees; what is your 
current set-up time? Why? What went well during the last changeover? How do we improve? 
When is your next changeover?  The management team of Plant A acted as a team throughout 
the year to support the SMED program. When one team member was drifting off course, or 
distracted they would step in and help re-align the group. They were very active in the different 
meetings that were being held throughout the plant, to the point where any meeting that was held 
had a manager in it, not because it was a decree but because they were involved and committed 
to the program and wanted to be there. The team used these various meetings to stay motivated 
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and current with what was happening with the program. Plant B’s management team was 
observed to be very active with the SMED team’s activities in the first few months of the 
program’s inception, but as “normal” business needs arose the support became less which is 
evident in both the survey results and the numerical data collected.  
 
Each member of Plant A’s staff was challenged to identify what does management 
support mean and how do you incorporate that into your role?   
The Production Manager and The Quality Manager Were the main driving force 
behind the support of the management team. The production manager is responsible for all 
actions throughout production, and the Quality manager is responsible for the quality throughout 
the facility. During the year these two people would perform daily progress checks with the team. 
They would ask members if they conducted the meetings that day and if they did what were 
some of the outcomes from them. They would constantly follow up with the supervisor to see if 
the meetings were taking place and if results were being recorded and acted upon. One of their 
main roles was to host the weekly production meeting with the team to review progress and to 
manage the data from the following week’s events. During these meetings they would encourage 
open conversations on how to improve the process, focusing on how to repeat the successes and 
avoid the pitfalls.  
One observation of how the management team incorporated the training they took into 
their support roles was evident when observing a changeover throughout the year and the 
operator was getting frustrated because the changeover was not occurring as expected. The 
Quality manager came over to the machine to assist the team in overcoming their challenge. This 
manager had a limited background in printing but was able to reinforce what he learned in the 
classes and walk the team through a 5 why root cause analysis to solve the problem and get the 
team back on track.   
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The Financial Controller Is responsible for all of data that the plant produces. At first 
the controller wasn’t fully aware of the impact that he had on the team, but because of his 
training and involvement he was able to produce data and charts for the team immediately after 
the data is collected. Several unplanned things came from his involvement in the SMED team. 
He was able to talk to the rest of the team about what type of data would become the most 
beneficial to collect and how to collect it so that it would be the easiest to decipher and trend, 
leading to the most impactful data. The other unforeseen thing that came from the controller’s 
involvement was the creation of the monthly financial update meetings with the team. In these 
meetings the controller presented the data, trends and observations of the prior month. Because 
of this input during these meetings the team was able to identify scheduling improvements and 
troublesome jobs for the upcoming months.  
The Customer Support Manager: Whose main role is to manage the front end of the 
business, interact with the customer in regards to managing shipping requirements, quotes, 
estimates and incoming orders. This team member would perform audits as the “face of the 
customer”, someone who would challenge the team as an outside participant. Many of the 
questions this person asked was along the lines of “why would you do that step first? What 
benefit does it bring?” 
The Human Resources Manager:  took an active role of talking to the employees in 
regards to morale and team dynamics, as well as performing sustainment audits throughout the 
month.  
 
Some of the additional support that was observed was as simple as the management team 
providing resources such as scheduling time during the day to hold meetings for kaizen events or 
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updates, providing money to buy tools or carts to teams, creating incentive programs, and 
sending employees out to other facilities for plant tours.  
 
 
 The events measured and the data produced during this study accepts the hypothesis that 
a management supported Single Minute Exchange of Dies (SMED) program is more effective 
than a non-management supported system. The data from Plant A (management supported) 
shows a decrease of 1.68 average set-up hours per set-up from year 1 to year 2, yielding in a 38% 
improvement over the implementation year.  The data from Plant B (non-management supported) 
shows a decrease of 0.43 average set-up hours per set-up from year 1 to year 2, yielding in a 13% 
improvement over the implementation year. Comparing the difference between the Plant A at 
38% and Plant B at 13%, Plant A showed an increase of 25% more than Plant B.  The data that 
both plants saw an improvement from their respective control shows that the nature of the SMED 
process is effective in both manufacturing environments. The difference between an average 
program and a highly effective program is the support of the management team as shown in this 
instance.  
The data gathered in questions 3, 4, 5, 6 and 10 of the employee survey proves that the 
structure of the experiment was sustained throughout the duration of 12 month period. The 
scores received for these questions were significantly higher for Plant A, meaning that Plant A’s 
management team had direct involvement with the process improvement program throughout the 
entire year. The low scores given to Plant B meant that Plant B’s management team had little to 
no involvement throughout the course of the year. The scores reflected in the employee survey 
combined with the data shown in Table 7 show that the initial training in both plants was 
effective and had a significant positive impact in the first few months, but then as time went on 
you could see a clear difference between Plant A and Plant B, drawing the conclusion that the 
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support of Plant A‘s management had a direct, quantifiable impact on the outcome of the 
program. Feedback from both plants reveal that when faced with tough choices, making quick 
decisions, providing resources and scheduling time to conduct process improvement meetings 
the employees in Plant A felt comfortable and confident that someone on the management team 
would provide a quick response, and in Plant B they felt they were in it alone and looking back 
they noted that when urgent jobs and stresses arose throughout the year they fell back into old 
habits and process improvement activities were only performed when things slowed down and it 
was “convenient”. With a strong management team guiding the employees through these harder 
times within production, they can keep the progression of the program moving forward. When 
questioned the management team of Plant A about the spikes in the times in month’s 4 and 9 
they replied that in month 4 they lost focus and let the teams drift from their objective. In month 
9 they said that the press operator called had an unplanned absence and there was a slight 
adjusting period for his temporary replacement.  
 
CONCLUSIONS 
The direct involvement of the management team fosters creative thinking, immediate 
response to ideas or issues, and corrections to the process, which could potentially make 
implementations less effective or fail. One of the main reasons why non management 
supported projects are not as effective or fail after the first year is that many companies hire 
from the outside, train only immediate to the process employees, give a new “proven” way to 
perform daily tasks and then leave. This will result quick improvements in the process but the 
data and employee habits eventually return back to where it started as job stresses force 
employees to rush a process or as questions arise and are not answered people fall back to 
what they are comfortable with and know will get the job done. 
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6.0 FUTURE RESEARCH AND RECOMMENDATIONS 
 
Possible areas for future research recommendations in relation to this study would be; 
1) Focus on plant process sustainability, looking at the evolution of each program over 2, 
3 or 5 years. 
2) The effectiveness of different process improvement programs in relation to how much 
management involvement is needed. For example, does a Single Minute Exchange of 
Dies (SMED) program require more management support in comparison to a Total 
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Continuous improvement championship certification 
Course Description: An interactive 12 week training session, meeting 2 times a week, 
once in a class room and once in the workplace, providing intensive exposure to the principles 
and practices needed to develop and sustain the Lean Enterprise. Participants receive immediate 
reinforcement of the classroom learning by applying training to a real-life project within the 
organization. Together with on-site mentoring and knowledge assessments, this approach 
dramatically reduces the time frame from training to bottom-line results. 
 Plant A:  
Instructor: Connstep (Connecticut State MEP)  
  Attendance: Supervisor, Production Manager, Pre – Press Manager  
 Plant B: 
Instructor: n/a 
  Attendance: n/a 
Developing a Lean Workforce 
Course Description: Training aimed at hiring the people with the “lean” mindset and 
developing your current workforce into a lean culture.  
 Plant A:  
Instructor: AMA (American Management Association) 
Attendance: Production Manager, HR Manager, Customer Support Manager, Pre-
Press Manager  
 Plant B: 
Instructor: n/a 
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  Attendance: n/a 
Five – S  
Course Description: A 3 day interactive on-site training teaching participants the history, 
how to implement, sustain and teach the Five – s system. Five – S is a fundamental tools used for 
implementing lean manufacturing. In summary, Five-S is a quick, effective method for 
sustainable improvement. It is a process of work place organization and housekeeping which is 
carried out gradually and systematically. 
 Plant A:  
Instructor: Lean Advisors Inc. 
Attendance: Production Manager, General Manager, Pre-Press Manager, HR 
Manager, Customer Service Manager, Supervisor, Press operator, Production 
Assistant, Stager, Slitter operator.  
 Plant B: 
Instructor: The Manufacturing Advisory Service (MAS) 
Attendance: Supervisor, Press operator, Production Assistant, Stager, Slitter 
operator. 
Leading with emotional intelligence 
Course Description: Training aimed at improving emotional intelligence skills to recognize 
and positively manage emotions in you, in others and in groups 
 Plant A:  
Instructor: AMA (American Management Association)  
Attendance: Production Manager, General Manager, Pre-Press Manager, HR 
Manager, Customer Service Manager, Supervisor 
 Plant B: 
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Instructor: n/a 
  Attendance: n/a  
Lean 101 
Course Description: An introduction class for anyone new to the concept of lean 
manufacturing, explaining the history, applications and success stories of companies using lean.  
 Plant A:  
Instructor: Connstep (Connecticut State MEP) 
Attendance: Production Manager, General Manager, Pre-Press Manager, HR 
Manager, Customer Service Manager, Supervisor, Press operator, Production 
Assistant, Stager, Slitter operator. 
 Plant B: 
Instructor: The Manufacturing Advisory Service (MAS) 
Attendance: Production Manager, General Manager, Pre-Press Manager, HR 
Manager, Customer Service Manager, Supervisor, Press operator, Production 
Assistant, Stager, Slitter operator. 
Lean team leadership and facilitator training 
Course Description: Training used to teach how to successfully lead and facilitate lean efforts, 
such as kaizen events, brainstorming sessions or lean projects throughout the business. 
 Plant A:  
Instructor: AMA (American Management Association) 
Attendance:  Production Manager, General Manager, Pre-Press Manager, HR 
Manager, Customer Service Manager, Supervisor 
 Plant B: 
Instructor: n/a 
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  Attendance: n/a 
Lean Problem Solving 
Course Description: Training focused on understanding and using the root-cause analysis 
tools of lean. Participants lean five whys, 5w+2H, Fishbone diagrams and pareto charting. 
 Plant A:  
Instructor: Connstep (Connecticut State MEP) 
Attendance: Production Manager, General Manager, Pre-Press Manager, HR 
Manager, Customer Service Manager, Supervisor, Press operator, Production 
Assistant, Stager, Slitter operator. 
 Plant B: 
Instructor: The Manufacturing Advisory Service (MAS) 
Attendance: Supervisor, Press operator, Production Assistant, Stager, Slitter 
operator. 
 
Lean six sigma Black belt 
Course Description: Six month training teaching all aspects of lean six sigma. Final exam 
consisting of each participant leading a process improvement project focused on bottom line 
results.  
 Plant A:  
Instructor: Villanova 
  Attendance: Production Manager, Pre-Press Manager 
 Plant B: 
Instructor: n/a 
  Attendance: n/a 
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SMED in the Workplace 
Course Description: Introduction class of single minute exchange of die, teaching 
participants the history or SMED, examples of successes and the steps needed to implement 
SMED. 
 Plant A:  
Instructor: Connstep (Connecticut State MEP) 
Attendance: Production Manager, General Manager, Pre-Press Manager, HR 
Manager, Customer Service Manager, Supervisor, Press operator, Production 
Assistant, Stager, Slitter operator. 
 Plant B: 
Instructor: The Manufacturing Advisory Service (MAS) 
Attendance: Supervisor, Press operator, Production Assistant, Stager, Slitter 
operator. 
 
Value Steam Mapping 
Course Description: Training that teaches participants how to create value-stream maps 
for various segments of the business aimed at identifying waste within the workflow. 
 Plant A:  
Instructor: Connstep (Connecticut State MEP) 
Attendance: Production Manager, General Manager, Pre-Press Manager, HR 
Manager, Customer Service Manager, Supervisor, Press operator, Production 
Assistant, Stager, Slitter operator. 
 
 Plant B: 
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Instructor: The Manufacturing Advisory Service (MAS) 




Course Description: Training focused on increasing communication through visual 
controls within the workplace. Visual Management training teaches how to error-proof, control 
or improve areas of the workplace through visual controls 
 Plant A:  
Instructor: Connstep (Connecticut State MEP) 
Attendance: Production Manager, General Manager, Pre-Press Manager, HR 
Manager, Customer Service Manager, Supervisor, Press operator, Production 
Assistant, Stager, Slitter operator. 
 Plant B: 
Instructor: The Manufacturing Advisory Service (MAS) 
Attendance: Supervisor, Press operator, Production Assistant, Stager, Slitter 
operator. 
 
